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SUDHIR JAIN’
Although
this study was not intended to determine
the
best of many methods of reduction
to the pole or equator. it
A positive
density contrast
tion plane causes a positive

located
gravity

below the observaanomaly
entered

may be pointed out that Roy and Aine (1986) derived diffcrent equations
using a slightly
different
derivation
than
Bhattacharyya
(1966) and Gunn (1975). 1 found that Roy

above the highest point. On the other hand. a magnctizcd
body causes a magnetic
total-field
anomaly
which, in gen-

and Aina’s

eral, is positive
over the equatorial
negative
over the polar edge. Thus,

ing the synthetic
fields as Bhattacharyya’s
operators
in this study. Silva (19X6) treated RTP as an inverse

edge of the body and
for each source body.

there are two sets of contours on a magnetic
map. The distance between the positive
and negative
extremes depends
upon the depth,

shape and dimensions

of the source

as well

as on the inclination
of the magnetic
field.
the magnetic
anomaly
due to a semi-infinite

Near the poles,
vertical
prism

is unipolar,
i.e., there is only the positive
the north pole) centered
over the body.

component
(on
On the equator,

there is a negative component
centered over the body with
relatively
small positive
“lobes”
on the northern and southern edges. At other latitudes.
each body causes an anomaly
with a positive
and a negative
component
whose relative
magnitudes
and
field inclinations.
Baranov

locations

(1957)

depend

described

partially

a technique

on magnetic
for

reducing

maps made anywhere.
except at very low latitudes.
what they would be if the inclination
of the magnetic
were

90 degrees.

These

maps

are called

“reduced

reliable

In this note, 1 give equations
for designing
tors and describe
a model study to compare
conventional

Baranov

with RTE (using
shown that RTE
latitudes
accurate
tor.

and Fourier

transform

not duplicate

the results

and. therefore,
did not apply
cussed in this note.

Et&wtow
1. RTP

from

of Silva’s

synthetic

his methods

used
proh-

studies

on models

FOR THE R~ouc-rto~

by Haranov’s

Starting

in transform-

for reducing
the magnetic
latitudes.
Unfortunately,
I
dis-

P~oclrss

method

basic

equations

for Newtonian

netic potentials,
Baranov
(19.57) derived
equation for RTP in polar coordinates:
- /U(O)

- &jj7(p,w)Q,(co)~dw

where.

following

Baranov’s

,s’

=

total magnetic

=

to the pole:
sin I, I being

and mag-

the following

(1)

notation:

to the

at high

these operaRTP (using

I*
7Ip.

0)

=

more
opera-

origin
T(O);
=

11
Equation
dimensional

(I)

field

at point

the inclination

0, reduced
of the

observed magnetic field;
total field at the magnetic observation
point (p, w) (polar coordinates)
with
reference

operators)

transform
provides
than a conventional

a procedure
at very low

s’=

only Fourier
transform
operators).
It is
is more accurate
than RTP even at high

and that the Fourier
RTP at lower latitudes

could

not as successful

the

1966: Spector and Grant, 1970) have been
(I 98 I) proposed
reduction
to the equator

(RTE) and demonstrated
that RTE is more
latitudes than RTP is at low latitudes.

km and described
field to the pole

were

into
field

pole” maps and the process is called reduction
to the pole
(RTP). Over the years, several refinements
and other methads of RTP, such as techniques
using Fourier
transforms
(Bhnttacharyya,
suggested.
Leu

operators

(I

point

the observed

field

at the
is

I sin ([)I) / cos (I).

can easily
operator

to a calculation

where
and

be programmed

to be applied

to devise

to a grid.

a two-

IX6
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2. Fourier

transform

Bhattacharyya

method

(1966)

and a declination

derived

an equation

Fourier
transfoml
of a semi-infinite
rectangular
any magnetic
field inclination
or declination.
natural

body

can he considered

the

prism for
Since any

a combination

ate scm&infinitc
rectangular
prisms.
spectrum for any given set of sources

for

Figure
identified

the
by

other has sides sloping
Both prisms are located

applied

and I5 grid units to the bottom.

tion.

Gunn

magnetic
cqoationh.
tiplicative

(lY75)

field

to achieve

gave the equations

a similar

modifica-

for transfomlation

Figures

lb and

fields for these bodies at
2a and 2b show the field

at 45 degrees away from the axis.
at depths of 5 grid units to the top
The inclination

netic lfield is I5 degrees
and declination
Figures 3b and Ic show thr magnetic fields

of

fields
in the frequency
domain.
From Gum‘s
the folkwing
have been claboratcd
for the mulfilters or reduction
operators
0,. (for RTP) and

opera-

33 shows the magnetic
field due to two prisms
as A and B. Prism A has vertical
sides while the

a combination
of such prisms. Thus. an operator
designed
to modify
the magnetic
field due to one such prism can bc
to any obscrvcd

as shown.

in Figure la after RTP using Baranov
and Fourier
tors respectively.
Figure 2c shows the RTE field.

of appropri-

it follows
that
can be simulated

of I20 degrees

Ic show the calculated
magnetic
the pole and the equator. Figures

of the magI20 dcgrccs.
at the pole and

at the equator.
Figure
4 (a, b and c) shows RTP
Baranov’s
operator,
RTP with the Fourier
operator
RTE.

0, (for RTE):

respectively.

Figure

5 (a. b and c) shows

with
and

the same

(1~'+i~'){n'(lr'+~~')~(/u+m~~~~}-2j(rr~+~~~)'~'n~lu+mi~)
O,(u,v)

=
I(lu+

m,:f

+n2(r11 + ,,Y I1

and

(h+

r,1i.~lC,1Yu2

+ v2)

(h + ,n,~~‘~ + 2.jHL~

+ Idhi

+ ndl

q ( 11~I,) =
I( lu + nd2

where

I, m, n are direction

cosines

of the earth’s

field

tar which is assumed to be parallel to the polarizttion
KIT (no rcmxxnt
magnetizttion),
II and v are Cartesian

vetvetspa-

tial angular-frequency
coordinates,
and j = 1” - I
The reduction
operators
4 and 0,; can be used in two
WBYS:

models as Figure
is 75 degrees.

the Fourier

transform

of the observed

field,

apply Op (or 0,) on the transformed
field and compute
the inverse
Fourier
transfbrm.
This approxh
is more
accurate
but can only bc applied
to relatively
small
areas.
Compute

0, (or 0,)

inclination
compute

and declination
of the magnetic
it> inverse
transform.
This gives

for various

values

of II and 11for the
field and
the spacc-

domain
operator
which
can be convolved
with the
observed
magnetic
field.
Inaccuracy
creeps into this
approach
because the operator
has to he truncated
to
manageable

dimensions.

However,

the operator

can be

applied to maps of any size. In this model study. the
second approach
was followed.
The grid six
of the
designed operators
was 2 I x 2 I &rid points. These operators are referred
this n~tc.

to as “Fourier

MODFL
la shows

the magnetic

operators“

in the rest of

STUDY
field

due to four

rectangw

lx semi-infinite
prismatic
bodies located as shown with
their tops at depths of 0.625. I .25, 2.5, and 7.5 grid interval
units. The magnetic
field has an inclination
of 45 degrees

1 (a. h and c) except

The following
conclu.sion.?
cxnminntion
of these models:
RTP is adequate
that have

Compute

Figure

+ nY u1 + i’? I’

can be derived

using either

vertical

sides.

that the inclination

operator

For sloping

introduced
along the (magnetic)
body. Both operators
can handle

from

wer

a careful

those bodies

sides,

distortion

northern
a large

edge
depth

is

of the
range.

The Fourier operator stems to distort the anomalies
less
than the Baranov
operator at lower latitudes
(Figure 4)
but at higher latitudes
the Baranov
operator
is more
accurate

(Figure

5).

Negative
anomalies
both types of RTP

are introduced
around the bodies by
operators
at all inclinations.
There

dots not seem to be any reason
operator on this basis.
RTE,

though

not exact,

terms of location

to pick

is generally

either

more

type of

ncculate

and the shape of the anomalies

in

frlr o/l

rhwr models.
RTE is as accurate for a sloping-side
prism as for a vertic&side
prism. This is not the case for RTP.
The same operator
Ibr all operators.

can handle

a largr

range

of depths

The total magnetic
field at the equator is not as simple
as it is at the pole. However,
the “rim anomalies”
are
much less pronounced
on RTE maps than in total-field
maps at middle latitudes.
In addition,
on RTE maps the.
bodies directly
undrrly
the anomalies.
Due to the limtations
of the process,
RTP maps have serious
and
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misleading
“rim anomalies”
maps and, in any event,
Therefore,
the models show
with less harmful side effects

which are weaker in RTE
are expected
to be there.
that RTE can be achieved
than RTP.

SrrMMnRY
The model
the magnetic

studies
field

here show

is more complex

actual magnetic field
map is less complex
the pole”

presented

that even though

at the equator

than the

at the pole. a “reduced
to the equator”
and more accurate than a “reduced
to

map.

In general,
reduction
to the equator
is prefcrablc
reduction
to the pole, more particularly
at the middle

to
and

lower latitudes.
Except at very high latitudes,
the Fourier
operator
is preferable
to the conventional
Baranov
opcratar.
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